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The Husky Howler 

Family Raises $12,000 for Pizza Guy 

Roy is an 89-year-old pizza delivery guy for Papa 

John’s in Weber County. He works 30 hours a week so 

he can pay for his motor home that he lives in. When-

ever he delivers a pizza, he says his personal catch 

phrase, “Hello, are you looking for some pizza?”. The 

Valdez family orders from Papa John’s just to see 

Roy. They post videos on TikTok of him delivering 

pizza to their house. Their 53,000 followers all felt sad 

for him that he is still working at his age. So, the Val-

dez family had an idea. They asked all their followers to donate 50 cents to $1 for Roy. 

They thought they’d only get a few dollars but instead they got $12,000. The next morn-

ing, they delivered a custom T-shirt with his catch phrase on it and $12,000 in cash. As his 

eyes started to tear up, he said “How do I ever say thank you? I don’t know what to say.” 

When 8th grader Skye Siddoway heard about this she said, “Jeez Louise! I expected a 20-

year-old to be delivering pizzas, not an 89-year-old.” If you were one of the Valdez’s fol-

lowers, would you donate to Roy the pizza guy?  -Molli Bell 

Western U.S. Burns! 

Wildfires are rapidly racing across the West Coast, 
destroying everything in their path. Wildfires are start-
ing to become a regular thing. It’s not just because of 
the dryness that the wildfires happen so often and for 
longer periods of time, it’s because of global warming 
as well. Who would have thought that pollution from 
our cars and factories could make wildfires so big and 
deadly?  
Many people think that wildfires just happen in the 
summer when it’s the hottest and driest. But in Cali-
fornia, wildfire season usually starts in May and ends 
in October. Now with climate change, the season is 
getting longer and can start as early as January and 
end as late as December. The reason the fire season 
goes that late in the year is because when the autumn 
season starts, the winds come which makes the fire 
spread faster. In California, the rain isn’t coming as 
early as it usually does, so the dryness continues, leav-
ing fires raging.   
This year, the fires have spread up the coast to Oregon 

and Washington. This is surprising because those 

states are very green and wet. Some might think that 

it’s not “our problem” because the wildfires are far 

away, but these wildfires are affecting a lot more  peo-

ple than we realize. They’re affecting California, Ore-

gon, Washington, Utah and surrounding states and 

even British Columbia, Canada because the fires are 

giving off lots of unhealthy smoke which is traveling 

and filling the air in the region. These wildfires are a 

big deal and are destroying homes, hurting people, 

and causing lots of fear. Thankfully, many brave peo-

ple and firefighters are helping stop the fires and are 

saving lives; this gives us hope knowing that we have 

the best of the best serving our community. -Brookelle 

Brenchley 

Remembering 

Ms. Gustaveson 
 

Ms. Gustaveson was a beloved art teach-

er, reading teacher, and newspaper/

yearbook advisor during her 20 years at 

Farmington Junior High. Unfortunately, 

she recently passed away due to compli-

cations from sepsis at the age of 61. In 

the years before her death, she had un-

dergone many surgeries, all while teach-

ing her students.  

Ms. Gustaveson taught 2D art. She 

taught her students how to paint, how to 

copy references, and how to make their 

own art. Some of her projects required 

creativity, others preciseness. Her assign-

ments included animal zentangles, taking 

abstract shapes and turning them into 

something fantastic, making 2D art that 

looks 3D, and many more. 

Ms. Gus was also the advisor for the 

newspaper/yearbook staff for many years 
while she was at the school. She oversaw 

the creation of quality yearbooks and the 

Husky Howler. –Thomas Bradley 

Top 10 Halloween 
Costumes of 2020 

No matter how old you are, you are never to 
old to dress up for Halloween! No matter if it 
is a costume party, just for Instagram pics, or 
even just to go trick-or-treating with your 
friends and family, these Halloween costumes 
really put it to the top! 

Early 2000’s girl 

Grab your hair clips, miniskirts, and chunky 
flips flops, because this Halloween costume 
will be a hit! many teens are dressing up like 
they came straight out from the early 2000s 
just for Halloween! 

Tiktok E-Girl and E-Boy 

Get that bright neon pink wig, high wasted 
pants and a beautiful silver chain and you 
have become the typical e-gir/e-boy for this 
2020 Halloween costume. 

Hamilton characters 

As the amazing Broadway show Hamilton 
comes out on Disney+ many folks have decid-
ed to dress up as them for Halloween. You can 
decide to go has Hamilton himself or to chose 
one of the best Schuyler sisters. (Angelica, 
Eliza, or Peggy.) 

Never Have I Ever best friends 

Grab your 2 bffs and you have become the 
perfect trio for Devi, Fabiola, and Eleanor. 
There are many different kinds of costumes 
for these three girls, but either way this a good 
costume all together. 

A tiktok star  

As the raving new tiktok app becomes more 
and more popular, so will some of there stars! 
This Halloween, dress up as one of your fa-
vorite tiktok stars such as Charli D’amelio, 
Dixie D’amelio, Addison Rae, and many, 
many more. 

Kid from camp 

Pull out that old tie dye T-shirt you made last 
summer and some old dirty sneakers and your 
set for this Halloween costume. 

Cheerleaders  

Pom poms, a cheerleading outfit, plus some 
friends, is the perfect recipe for a cheer leader 
costume. This costume is based off the Netflix 
series! 

Kissing booth 

The Netflix movie kissing booth has been a 
huge hit, especially when the sequel came out 
this summer! Some costumes you could dress 
up as are Noah, Elle, and Lee. Bonus points if 
someone dresses up as the actual kissing 
booth! 

Little Women 

The film Little Women has become an iconic 
film from 2019.  The main characters Jo 
March, Theodore Laurence, Amy March and 
Meg March, would be great characters to be 
for Halloween this year. 

Quarantine lazy person/couch potato 

Some fuzzy slippers, a mask, hand sanitizer, 
sweats, and the classic sweatshirt.  This cos-
tume could not be easier! Take lots of pic-
tures, so you can look back and think about 
this crazy year. -Claire Brown 
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FEATURE 
12% of People Dream in 

Black and White 
Dreaming is very interesting. It's a natural, mysterious, and  

exciting experience that happens to all of us. Dreams have 

been part of human life for as long as we can remember. In 

3100 B.C. when most of the Mesopotamian civilization was 

born, they based their culture on the meaning of their dreams. 

They thought dreams were messages from the gods. Today 

most of the facts about dreams are now based on psychology.  

Everybody dreams, except in cases of extreme psychological 

disorder. Often you forget what you dreamed about and it 

seems like you did not dream. Even blind people dream, but 

only people who have become blind after birth can see images 

in their dreams. They don’t see visuals, but they have dreams 

equally vivid involving their other senses such as sound, 

smell, touch, and emotion.  

 Not everybody dreams the same way. Some people don’t 

dream in color, 12% of people dream in black and white. 

Studies show that from 1915 to 1950s the majority of dreams 

were in black and white. Things started to change toward the 

1960s, research has suggested that those changing results may 

have something to do with the switch of film from black and 

white to color. Men and women dream differently, men tend 

to dream more about men than women. On the other side 

women tend to dream more equally of number of men and 

women. To add to that men usually have more aggressive 

emotions in their dreams than women.  

Things that are happening around you every day have a part to 

play in your dreams. Every face that you see in your dreams 

are faces you have seen before. Since we all see thousands of 

faces everyday, your dreams have an unlimited amount of fac-

es to use. Our dreams also tend to make our senses part of our 

dreams; that means that a sound that is happening around you 

could play apart in what you are dreaming about. For exam-

ple, if someone was playing the piano while you were sleep-

ing you could dream about a recital. Our dreams also have 

more negative emotions than positive, the most common emo-

tion to experience while you are dreaming is anxiety.  

Scientists use machines that study the brain while you sleep, a 

very common one is the electroencephalography (EEG). It 

studies different stages of sleep including REM, N1, N2, N3 

and your brain activity (dreams). The REM (Rapid Eye 

Movement) stage of sleeping usually happens 90 minutes af-

ter you fall asleep. The N1 stage of sleeping is considered a 

transition between wake and sleep. The N2 stage of sleeping 

is light sleep. The stage N3 of sleeping is deep sleep. Cells 

within the brain communicate with electrical impulses, and 

the EEG measures the electrical activity. Studying dreaming 

allows scientists to observe what areas and networks of the 

brain are active and communicating during dreaming.  -Hailey 

Bradley 
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Students and Parents! You Can 

Submit Photos for the Yearbook! 
eShare is an app that our school is using to gather photos for 

the yearbook. If you have any pictures from school that you 

would like to submit: 

Download HJ eShare in the app store 

Enter the code FJHHuskies 

Follow the steps to submit your photos!  

Why so salty?   
Salt has been part of people's everyday 

lives since before recorded history. Early 

humans got their salt from the animals 

they hunted. When the early humans 

turned to agriculture, they found that add-

ing salt to vegetables made it seem as if it 

were meat. Soon salt was found to be use-

ful in other areas, such as preserving food 

and healing wounds. Around 4,700 years 

ago it was recorded that there were 40 dif-

ferent types of salts that the ancient Chi-

nese would use. Eventually people began 

to realize what salt was capable of do-

ing and started using it to preserve other 

things, such as soybeans, which resulted 

in the making of soy sauce. During this 

time Egyptians also began trading 

salt. The Chinese began to harvest sea salt 

by putting it in clay pots and boiling the 

water until the salt crystals formed. The 

Chinese also began drilling and making 

salt brine wells. During this time salt was 

becoming more popular for religious rea-

sons and is still used for religious reasons 

to this day. Did you know that there have 

been many wars fought over salt? In the 

war of 1812 salt was used to pay soldiers 

because the government was too poor to 

afford regular pay. The Latin word for salt 

is Salarium, many words have been 

adapted from this word such as salary, sa-

lami, savage, sauce, salsa, and salva-

tion. Salt is one of the most sought-

after commodities in human history. As 

you can see salt is more complex than you 

probably knew. It has such a rich and fas-

cinating history!  -Indiana Coyle 

Trick or Treat 

Traditions 
 

Have you ever wondered why 

we go to strangers houses to knock 

on their door and get candy? Trick 

or Treating has been a tradition for 

centuries, with a rich and fascinat-

ing history. It all started 

with Christian traditions and some 

British politics.  The Christians had 

a festival called Samhain. The poor 

would always go to the place where 

the rich lived and the rich would 

get pastries called soul cakes and 

they would ask them to pray for 

dead relatives taken by chil-

dren. This was known as soul-

ing. In the US, the pioneers would 

come to others houses dressed up 

as ghosts and scary mon-

sters in 1840, and the pioneers 

helped create the popularity of Hal-

loween. There are so many more  

traditions about Halloween to dis-

cover and learn. We need to re-

member that this tradition did not 

just happen, it took many years to 

create.-Taylor Hunter  
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SPORTS AND CLUBS 

Congratula-
tions, Volleyball 

Team!    
The 2020 volleyball season has been 
amazing! The girls worked and played 
hard. This is what Coach Reimann has 
to say about her team, “This team has 
been awesome! They encourage each 
other and like to see everyone succeed. 
They work hard and never give up. It 
has been an absolute pleasure to work 
with all of them this year! The other 
teams better watch out for us in the 
tournament!” These girls had to work 
from August 12 on tryout day all the 
way until September 28 which was 
their last game. Then, after that, they 
had to go on to the Volleyball tourna-
ments. They had to play five home 
games and 5 away. During this time, 
they did amazing. Even though they did 
not always win, they still tried their 
hardest which means a lot. The volley-

ball team 
should also 
be grateful 
for the op-
portunity to 
work with 
such an 
amazing 
coaching 
staff. 

Thank you so much Alexan-
dria Itaahau, Aspen Peterson, Addy 
Schmid, Brynlee Weber, Camil-
la Bruse, Callie Curtis, Calia Miller, 
Camryn Osborn, Caroline 
Rigby, Ellyse Taylor, Harper Cunning-
ham, Kaylee Monroe, Leah Johnson, 
Lydia York, Mikayla Gough, Ruby 
Starling, Rebecca Wangsgard, So-
fia Malm, Sophie Paget for such a great 
season. -Samantha Garrick    

 JOIN THE  

COLOR GUARD   

Come have fun with the Farmington Jun-

ior High color guard for the winter sea-

son!  No try outs; just sign up 

online! It is that easy. Color Guard is a 

sport that combines dance, spinning 

flags, and rifles. Get the chance to com-

pete against teams all over the state! This 

is also a very good opportunity to meet 

new people and new friends. The team is 

not just a team, they are also a fami-

ly. Coach Lizzy Parra has been working 

very hard to make the Farmington Jun-

ior Color Guard team possible. Practices 

will be early in the morning twice a 

week, and after school once a week. If 

you are not a morning person, but love 

to dance, you can give waking up early 

for something you love to do. For more 

information to join the family contact: 

 Lizzy Bishop Text 801-971-3033 

Email  lizzamauck47@gmail.com 

- Andrea Bunker  

Boys Basketball 

Boys Basketball has 

started. Our first 

game was on October 

13, and the team did 

awesome. The team is 

made of amazing bas-

ketball players who 

are truly gifted. There 

is no doubt that we 

are going to have an 

amazing season. 

The Boys Basketball conditioning started 

Monday, September 21 - Thursday October 

1st from 6:15 to 7:15. Following the condi-

tioning were the tryouts. The tryouts began 

on Monday, October 5 and the school 

would like to congratulate everyone who 

made it on the team, and would like to 

thank everyone who tried out. 

In an interview, the Boys Basketball Coach, 

Mr. King, was asked the question, “What is 

your favorite part about being the Boys 

Basketball Coach?” Mr. King responded, 

“There’s a lot. Probably being around the 

game of basketball.” In the same interview 

he also proceeded to say that he is most ex-

cited about being able to work with a good 

team that is coachable, and will work well 

together. 

The first and last games of the season are 
October 13 and November 19, so good luck 

to the Boys Basketball team. We all hope 

you have a great season!-Megan Barker 

Dodgers and Rays 

in World Series  
With two balls and two strikes and the 
Dodgers coming back from a 1-3 disad-
vantage up to a 3-3 tie against the Braves in 
the seventh inning, Cody Bellinger is at bat. 
He hits the sinker going 94 miles per 
hour to the stands. He walks for the home 
run to win the game. The Dodgers are 
now in the world series against the Rays. 
The Rays almost let the Astros come back 
from a 3-0 lead. The Astros almost pulled 
off the comeback but lost in the seventh 
game 4-2. The Rays and Dodgers both have 
outstanding records. In the end, the Dodgers 
won the 2020 World Series four games to 
two. –Rex Shumway 

The Big Five for  

Disease Prevention 
As you may have noticed, there are little to no clubs in 

action this year. This is because we need you to register 

for a club and make sure your club will follow the Big 

Five, a list of actions you need to take to stay safe from 

Covid-19. The Big Five for disease prevention is: hygiene 

etiquette, stay home when sick, face coverings, physical 

distancing, and clean and disinfect. If you follow all these 

steps it will make sure that we can keep clubs safe but still 

have fun. 

One of the Big Five is physical distancing. This means 

you can only have a certain number of people in your club 

at one time, making it difficult for the clubs that a lot of 

people want to join. So, what are some solutions that we 

can put in place, to make sure everyone who wants to join 

can join? One solution is to hold some clubs in the largest 

rooms in school so that everyone can join and participate 

will still following guidelines. 

Another thing on the Big Five is hygiene etiquette. Hy-

giene etiquette involves handwashing, hand sanitizing, 

respiratory etiquette, and no physical contact. Students are 

required to wash their hands after using the restroom, and 

signs are posted on the mirror for reminders. To make sure 

we can have safe clubs is making sure students sanitize 

their hands before entering and leaving. This will make 

sure that disease cannot enter or leave the classroom. For 

respiratory etiquette, this means you need to cover coughs 

and sneezes with a tissue. Used tissues should be thrown 

in the trash and you need to go wash your hands with soap 

and hot water for at least 20 seconds after.  

Let’s make this a great school year with great clubs and 

activities, all while staying safe! Make sure to follow all 

the hygiene etiquette so we can continue to be in school 

and have a fabulous time! -Cameron Rudd 

Can’t Stop Dancing! 
There are many 

types of dancing: 

Ballet, Hip Hop, 

Tap. The Dance 

Company does 

all of these and 

more, all while 

making friends 

and staying ac-

tive. You’ve 

seen some of the 

Dance Compa-

ny’s performanc-

es on video or at 

home sports 

games. But do 

you know what 

goes on behind 

the scenes? 

Charley Allen, a 9th grader on the Dance Company, said, 

“We work on routines, or we work on the different types 

of movement, and how we can work on different styles.” 

Charley also said they compare flexibility and talk to each 

other about why they dance. 

Dance Company also keeps its members healthy. Dancing 

is a really good workout. Moving around your whole body 

for a long time can really get your blood flowing and your 

heart pumping. Overall, Dance Company is a great thing 

to do if you like to dance and want to make friends doing 

it! With a team of 41 people, you’re sure to make a friend! 

-Anna Burke 



EDITORIAL 

Trick or Treating, 
Sleep Deprivation, 

and No School? 
Would not having school the day after Halloween 

help students and teachers alike? We all know that 

pumpkins, candy, costumes, and trick or treating 

are just some of the many things that make Hal-
loween what it is. Yet Halloween also means stay-

ing up late, eating too much candy and going into 

a sugar coma on November 1st. This results in ei-
ther grumpy tired students or sugar crazy students, 

practically bouncing off walls.  

So the question is, what should be done about it? 

Since Tradition is such an important thing in our 

culture, setting a curfew for Halloween would send 

many people up in arms. And nobody wants to 
give out toothpaste or stickers on Halloween to 

prevent the amount of sugar intake for the chil-

dren. And what teen wants to miss the midnight 
party?  So, would having students not go to school 

on November 1st solve the problem? Many stu-

dents are tired (and grumpy) from the late night 

and lack of sleep. To expect them to sit still and 
pay attention for about seven hours is an unrealis-

tic request for many of them. No student can be 

forced to remember who won the war of 1812 (it 
was the British, by the way) when they got a sig-

nificantly less amount of sleep.   

According to an article by the American Sleep As-

sociation, “sleep affects our daily functioning and 

our physical and mental health”. So, if the students 
aren’t getting enough sleep how can they be ex-

pected to have normal brain function and retain 

ANY information? They can’t. Ari Landon said 
that “I think that school should be cancelled the 

day after Halloween.” When asked if she gets sig-

nificantly less sleep she responded “Yes, I usually 

stay up late and eat candy.”  When Kaylie Uzelac 
was asked her opinion on this she said “It’s a very 

smart idea [to not have school] and makes sense 

because I like to stay up until 4 am with my 
friends to watch scary movies... then I have to 

wake up the next morning and don’t have energy 

for school.” Logically, November 1st should be off 

from school to help prevent the major headache in 
students and teachers alike. And who wouldn’t 

want a day off?  -Rebecca Tew 

Halloween: 

What's happen-

ing? 

Many people hope to have a normal Hallow-

een. However, as there is a pandemic going 

on, that is not set in stone. Due to this event, 

Halloween and other holidays are a little tur-

bulent. Lots of people have varying opinions 

about this, ranging from “we should have a 

normal Halloween without masks to give the 

children a sense of familiarity” to “We 

should Trick-or-Treat with masks and 

gloves” to “We just shouldn’t do it at all.” 

Well, I agree it is important to give the kids a 

common ground in this, but I also think we 

should do our best to limit the spread of the 

virus. 

My proposal on this event is we have both 

Trick-or-Treaters and the people handing out 

candy wear masks as well as gloves. My rea-

sons being is we have not had a big holiday 

yet that we cannot really do without social 

distancing, and things have been rather un-

predictable, which has provided a much more 

chaotic lifestyle for most of us. I think that 

providing something that feels familiar to 

people will make life seem less frightening 

and uncertain. This may also help others gain 

a sense of consistency in the 2020 year and 

give them a sense of ease. 

On the other hand, Halloween is a very dan-

gerous holiday, despite the enlarged spread 

of germs. I mean, it encourages you to take 

candy from strangers! Though wearing a 

mask and gloves will help limit the spread of 

germs, many are wondering if it will be 

enough. It is the strong opinion of others that 

Trick-or-Treating should be canceled com-

pletely because there is no way that society 

can trust toddlers to help prevent the spread. 

Others believe this event should be canceled 

because if one person has it, they can give it 

to the Trick-or-Treaters, who will then con-

tinue to collect candy infecting many other 

people. 

In conclusion, many unique people have 

many unique opinions on this situation, and 

in the end, no single person can control what 

everyone else does. We should all do our best 

to limit the spread of the corona virus and 

stay safe. But in doing this, we can not forget 

the true meaning of Halloween, pretend to be 

something you are not, take candy from 

strangers, and try to scare everyone half to 

death.  -Abby Carter 

Downsides of the 

Hybrid Schedule 
“The main hope of a nation lies in the proper 

education of its youth,” said one of Europe’s 

most famous scholars Desiderius Erasmus. 

To get proper education, students need to be 

going to school in person four days a week, 

instead of two. The Davis Board of Educa-

tion thought about switching to a more nor-

mal schedule of four days a week instead of 

the hybrid schedule but then decided against 

it for safety reasons. The hybrid schedule is 

not impossible, but it does make things more 

complicated. Students only see their teachers 

once a week and teachers must teach lessons 

in class and create online work. Coming to 

school four days a week instead of the hybrid 

schedule is better for students and teachers 

because communication and learning can be 

done easier. 

The main downside of the hybrid schedule is 

that students and teachers only see each other 

once a week. In that hour and a half class pe-

riod, teachers must teach as much as they can 

while also explaining what must be done for 

online work in the coming week. Teachers 

must also teach half the class one day and the 

other half the next. Along with that, they 

have to make sure that the kids at home have 

online work to do. When a question at home 

comes up, it is often complicated to contact 

the teacher. Though email and things like 

that are available, it takes a lot less time to 

just ask your teacher in person.  

Many students got separated from friends 

because of the way the hybrid schedule is set 

up. It is important to have friends at school 

because it can improve your social and emo-

tional health. According to a study done by 

Harvard, “having solid friendships in our life 

[promotes] brain health… and allows us to 

rebound from health issues and disease more 

quickly.” Having someone to talk to about 

problems with helps humans stay regulated. 

And like the quote says, if someone had got-

ten Covid-19, having a friend there to talk 

about it with would help them move on from 

it sooner. 

Junior High and High Schools in Davis 

School District will still be on the hybrid 

schedule until the end of first term. We will 

need to be doing everything we can during 
this time, wearing masks, physical distanc-

ing, and sanitizing often, to slow the spread 

of Covid-19 so we can go back to four days a 
week. After all, proper education can’t be 

achieved if everyone is sick. –Abbey Klein 



ARTS & ACADEMICS 

School Plan 
Changes 

The Davis County School Board met again 
on Wednesday, September 23 to discuss the 
previous plan to move all students to a 4-day 
a week schedule. The board had previously 
determined that Davis County Schools were 
safe enough to move all students together. 
They moved to keep the plan to move to the 
4-day plan on schedule for all elementary 
schools while moving secondary schools’ 
transition to after the end of the term on No-
vember 2nd.   

The Board called the emergency meeting 
over a rise of COVID-19 cases in schools 
statewide. Although Davis County cases of 
the virus had stayed relatively low, they were 
still on the rise. Most cases came from Jr 
High schools and High schools, calling for 
the revision of the plan to move to a 4-day 
plan. Parents who were pro Hybrid Schedule 
started a petition that amassed almost 5000 
signatures as of September 28, 2020. 

The plan had 
been for Second-
ary Schools to 
transition to the 4
-day plan on Oc-
tober 5th and to 
move on from 
there. After the 
emergency meet-
ing, the plan has 
been changed to 
move to the 4-day 
schedule on No-
vember 2nd, after 
the end of first 

term. Elementary Schools moved ahead with 
their original plan and started the 4-day plan 
on September 28th. -Thomas Bradley 

GO HUSKIES!  

The cheerleaders are knocking it out of the 

park! They have been cheering on the vol-

leyball players and the boys basketball play-

ers at all our games. Their coach is Mrs. 

McCarty, and the cheerleaders love her! 

The cheerleaders have a lot of fun together 

in and out of school. The cheerleaders prac-

tice every 8th period so that they can sharp-

en their skills.  

Mrs. McCarty is loved by her cheerleaders! 

“Mrs. Mccarty is super sweet!” stated Addie 

Sanders, one of the cheerleaders. Another 

cheerleader, Elle Braun says that she even 

cares about the cheerleader's personal life. 

She also teaches math and English here at 

Farmington Jr. She was the assistant coach 

for two years, then she became the coach 

and has been for 21 years. She was on the 

drill team in high school, and just fell in 

love with cheer.  

Being a cheerleader takes a lot of time and 

effort. In addition to 

practice every 8th 

period, many of the 

cheerleaders take 

extra tumbling and 

cheer classes to 

learn more skills. 

All the cheerleaders 

go to the home 

games. At other 

games, only a few 

can go.  Brooklyn 

Bement says that 

cheer is so much 

fun! “Everyone who 

is interested should 

try out!” says Kelsei 

Dearden. If you are 

interested, tryouts 

are held in March 

for the upcoming 

year. You can tryout 

at the end of your 7th 

grade year up to 9th 

grade.  

–Brooklyn Rudd       

Dance Company 
The Huskies Dance Company is doing awesome this 

year! They are putting in tons of effort and working 

hard on their dances. Their coach is Christy Morten-

sen, and there are 41 great dancers on the team.  

They practice every Monday and Wednesday during 

4th period. Right now, they are working on their 

halftime performances. They dance at halftime on 

Tuesday October 13th, Tuesday October 27th, and 

Tuesday November 17th. After the girls have fin-

ished performing their halftime shows they will be 

preparing and working hard on their Spring concert! 

 Go and support the girls at their performances! 
Wish them Luck! -Taylor Sutterfield 

Murder in English 

Class!  
The 8th graders are reading 

scary stories in English 

class! One of the scary sto-

ries they’re reading is 

called The Tell-Tale Heart. 

According to Wikipedia, it 

is a short story by an 

American Writer named 

Edgar Allen Poe. The sto-

ry was first published in 

1843. The story is told by 

an unnamed narrator who “endeavors to convince 

the reader of the narrator’s sanity while simultane-

ously describing a murder the narrator committed.” 

According to The Poe Museum, Edgar Allen Poe 

was born to traveling actors in Boston on January 

19, 1809, but within three years both of his parents 

had died. Poe was taken in by the wealthy tobacco 
merchant John Allen and his wife Frances Valentine 

Allen in Richmond, Virginia, while his brother and 

sister went to live with other families. Mr. Allen 
reared Poe to be a businessman and a Virginia gen-

tleman, but Poe dreamt of being like his childhood 

hero, the British poet Lord Byron. -Sadie Young 

Journalism at FJH 
The Newspaper and Yearbook class is great. It is 
always fun, and you never get bored. In  class, you 
learn about journalism, write articles, and take pic-
tures to make the yearbook and the school newspa-
per. It is a class at school and this year it is  held 
during fourth period. Mrs. Kalakis is the teacher 
and advisor for the yearbook staff. She does an 
amazing job and everybody loves her. We make the 
newspaper so that we can share our school news 
with the community. We make the yearbook so we 
can remember the amazing years of junior 
high. Every year students apply to be in yearbook 
for the next year. If you want to be in yearbook just 
apply at the end of this year!  -Rex Shumway 
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